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The Class Assembly of XII B was held on 2nd July, 2022 on the topic ‘How School Fosters
Human Excellence Through Conscience’ in the presence of the Principal, Mrs. Minoo Aggarwal,
the Supervisory In Charges, Staff, Parents and Grandparents and the excited students of Std XI
and XII.
The formal proceedings of the DAV Anthem, Gayatri Mantra and Welcome Speech were
followed by a beautiful depiction of the upheaval in the life of a teenager. The portrayal
projected how teenagers are at crossroads and find it appalling to follow the true ‘voice of
conscience’. The narrative was smoothly executed by the acting prowess of the students of XII B.
The dilemma that the teenager goes through while heeding to the mother’s advice, showing
empathy to the needy, being honest in moments of temptation besides many other relatable
incidents from the ‘Diary of a Teenager’ was precisely depicted in the short play. Each scene
stressed on the pivotal role played by the School in moulding the students into morally upright
citizens.
The battle of the Good Conscience and Bad Conscience was presented through a graceful Dance
Composition. The dancers in the immaculate white and elegant black represented the conflicts
one confronts and reminded the rapt audience to awaken to ‘Only’ the call of goodness.
A breathtaking ‘Rap’ came as an entertainer with a strong message, ‘to pause, introspect and
kindle a true sense of worth’ and to shirk all acts of vandalism in public places.
A few parents expressed their delight at the student’s stupendous performance and applauded the
efforts of the School in encouraging the students to excel in all fields. The Principal also
appreciated the Team Work and the Conceptualization of the whole idea.
The entire Assembly was akin to a Motion Picture that told a tale and left the audience asking for
more.

Simple acts of good Conscience

A Portrayal of dilemma that a teenager goes through

A riveting dance performance depicting the battle of the good and bad conscience

A resounding Rap to stimulate goodness

Parents and Students floored by the beautiful ‘tale’

